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ABSTRACT

INSTRUCTIONAL WRITING STRATEGIES FOR THE SECONDARY TEACHER:
A HANDBOOK TO GUIDE CONTENT AREA TEACHERS
IMPLEMENTING WRITING INTO THE CURRICULUM
By:
Cathy S. Thompson

June2006

Secondary teachers are concerned that their students are having difficulties
learning and retaining difficult concepts present in secondary curricula. Additionally,
students may not be learning the content at a deep enough knowledge level to pass
stringent high-stakes standardized tests required for graduation in the state of
Washington. For students to succeed in the competitive global economy they must
become self-monitoring critical thinkers. Research supports the use of writing-to-learn
and content area writing strategies to facilitate metacognition and boost student learning.
This project reviews the research in writing and metacognition, synthesizes the findings,
and applies the results in a series of professional development sessions geared toward
guiding secondary teachers in implementing writing in their classrooms to improve
student learning.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
Overview

Today's youth face increasing challenges as they prepare to enter a highly
competitive global community. According to the U.S. Department of Education (2005),
students today must acquire higher levels of academic knowledge and skills in order to be
able to compete in the world.

In its High School Initiative, the U.S. Department of

Education (2005) reports that recent high school graduates rate fair or poor in writing
skills according to seventy-three percent of employers surveyed. In this era of school
reform, secondary education must increase student achievement if it is to successfully
prepare students for life after high school.
Since the passage of Elementary and Secondary Education Act, known as No
Child Left Behind, many states are now requiring performance-based writing assessments
as a portion of the high-stakes tests used to measure Adequate Yearly Progress. The
Washington Assessment of Student Learning (WASL) requires students to write two
essays from prompts as part of the test given at tenth grade. Washington Assessment of
Student Leaming Reading selections require students to include textual evidence
supporting their responses, and the mathematics portion now demands that students
explain the processes used to reach an answer (OSPI, 2005). More and more, content
areas are expanding assessments to include writing. Yet, according to the National
Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) 68% of Washington State eighth graders
taking the 2002 NAEP writing assessment performed at the basic or below basic levels.
The NAEP denotes basic as "partial mastery of prerequisite knowledge and skills that are
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fundamental for proficient work at each grade" (OSPI, 2005). Two years later, Naches
Valley High School reports approximately 40% of sophomore students failed to meet
standards in the writing portion on the WASL. Reading scores on the WASL during the
2003-2004 school year displayed the same percentage of students failing to meet
standard.
The 2004-2005 school year saw increases in percentages passing the reading and
writing sections of the WASL for Naches Valley High School. Of the 145 sophomores
taking the reading WASL in the spring of2005 at Naches Valley High School, 70.1 %
met standard. Writing scores also jumped with 68.7% of the 144 students tested meeting
the standard (OSPI, 2005). These scores are relatively consistent with the percentage of
all students tested in Washington State meeting standard, 72.9% and 65.2% respectively.
However, math scores remain low with only 38% of the 144 students tested at Naches
Valley High School meeting the standard, far below the 47.5% passing rate for all
Washington sophomores taking the test (OSPI, 2005).
During the 2005-2006 school year these statistics take on new meaning as
sophomore students hoping to graduate in 2008 are required to pass three sections of the
high-stakes WASL: Reading, Writing, and Mathematics. Early statewide results from the
spring 2006 testing show a positive increase in both reading and writing scores, 86% of
students tested meeting standard in reading and 84% in writing (OSPI, 2006). Naches
Valley High School saw similar results with approximately 86% of sophomore students
taking the test passing the reading while 89% successfully met the standard on the writing
section of the test. Yet, only 43% of sophomore students at Naches Valley High School
taking the math section of the WASL met standard while statewide results show
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approximately 54% met the standard (OSPI, 2006). While overall these results are
encouraging, there is no research identifying whether they are the result of more effective
teaching, teaching to the test, or simply students taking the test more seriously.
Regardless, "educators need to prepare students for these tests in ways that do not
detract from real learning" (Gulek, 2003, p.l). Recent research increasingly points toward
focusing on reading and writing skills to improve skills in all content areas and on
standards based testing. In a meta-analysis of 48 school-based writing-to-learn programs,
Bangert-Drowns, Hurly, and Wilkinson (2004) found that such strategies did have a
positive impact on student learning. Alfassi (2004) posits that successful reading in
higher grades requires critical thinking and the knowledge of strategies to become selfsufficient "Because no one teacher is solely responsible for student learning, students
must monitor their progress and assume greater responsibility for their learning" (Slater
& Horstman, 2002, p. 163). Greenleaf, Schoenback, Czico, and Mueller (2001) extend
this belief when they state that students must be taught specific strategies and learning
practices to become efficient learners who are able to succeed in multiple academic
disciplines and varied social worlds.
Now that educational reform is here to stay, bringing with it an increased focus on
performance-based assessments, it has become more important than ever for teachers to
develop students' higher-level cognitive thinking skills to enable them to succeed not
only on high-stakes tests and in content area classrooms but also in our global
communities. Yet, many secondary teachers remain resistant to the implementation of
research-based strategies that could help students become more successful learners.
Meltzer (2001) reports, "many high school teachers maintain the assumption that their
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job is to focus on content areas, not to teach reading and writing" (p. 4). Brown, Phillips,
and Stephens (1993) point to the already overcrowded high school curriculum, the
growing knowledge base of each content area, and students' beliefs that writing only
occurs in the English classroom as problems facing incorporation of writing strategies
into content area classrooms. Yet, they also acknowledge that writing strategies focusing
on content help students internalize the concepts, ideas, principles, and skills of the
discipline (Brown et al., 1993, p. 11). Sorenson (1991) posits that the use ofwriting-tolearn strategies incorporated into the content area classroom reduces the amount of time
necessary for review, reteaching, and retesting. Cotton (1988), in her article Teaching
Composition: Research on Effective Practices, published as part of the Northwest
Regional Educational Laboratory's School Improvement Research Series, references
Graves' beliefs that writing not only can lead to personal breakthrough in learning but
also can contribute to reading comprehension.
Current research points to the need for students to learn not only about the subject
matter of a class, but additionally how to think about and approach learning (Langer,
2000, p. I 0). Providing students with activities and experiences that build on their prior
comprehension will help them appreciate the benefits of metacognitive strategies
(Taraban, Rynearson, Kerr 2000). Bangert-Drowns et al. (2004) found that "writing-tolearn strategies that included prompts for student to reflect on their current knowledge,
confusions, and learning processes" were particularly effective on academic achievement
(p.14).
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Purpose of the Project

The purpose of this project is to provide content area writing strategies for use by
secondary school teachers at Naches Valley School District that will assist in increasing
student comprehension and metacognition in content area classrooms. Literature
suggests that the use of writing strategies will realize higher gains than the use of other
intervention strategies. It is hoped that a school-wide focus on writing strategies will
help students become more strategic learners in all content areas. To help students gain
wider repertoires of experiences, these strategies utilize selected writing-to-learn and
content area writing ideas that can be used in all content disciplines offered at Naches
Valley School District. This handbook is intended to be supplementary to regular content
area teaching, not a replacement curriculum.
Significance of the Problem

The graduating class of2008 must pass three sections of the Washington
Assessment of Student Learning in order to receive a Certificate of Academic
Achievement and diploma. Currently, students at Naches Valley High School score
highest on the reading and writing sections of this high-stakes test; however,
approximately I 0-15% still remain below standard in these areas and are at risk of not
graduating. The content areas of mathematics and science lag well behind in their
percentages of students meeting standard. Research shows that increasing reading and
writing competencies will have the largest effect on student achievement across all
content areas. A careful study of the literature reveals that the use of writing-to-learn
strategies is effective in not only increasing comprehension and student test scores but
also in creating self-reliant learners. Furthermore, writing strategies are useful tools to
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assist students in becoming reflective learners who know how to think about learning and
select appropriate strategies for various learning tasks.

Limitations of the Project
Limitations of this project are that it is created for educators who teach at the
secondary school level at Naches Valley High School. The degree to which it is
generalizable to other age groups or schools is unknown. Additionally, the extent to
which teachers utilize the handbook according to the model provided is subjective to
individual interpretation and motivation. Lack of professional development
opportunities, insufficient time for teachers to reflect individually and together, or failure
to commit to a unified approach by staff and administration could be barriers to
successful implementation. In addition, some teachers may be inefficient in the
implementation of the strategies within this handbook. Additionally, this handbook does
not take into account mitigating issues such as student attendance, socioeconomic factors,
or lack of student motivation.

Definition ofTenns
Basic level reading - partial mastery of prerequisite knowledge and skills that are
fundamental for proficient work at each grade
Cognitive psychology - school ·of psychology that examines internal mental processes
such as problem solving, memory, and language
Competence - demonstration of adequate ability
Certificate of Academic Achievement - certificate awarded by Washington State to
students passing the reading, writing, and mathematics sections of the W ASL
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Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA) - federal act renamed No Child Left
Behind Act of2001 (NCLB) that established goals of high standards and accountability
for the learning of all children, regardless of their background or ability
High School - students in grades 9-12
High-stakes test - a standards-based test that is attached to large consequences, such as
not allowing students to graduate from high school unless they pass
Intervention strategies - strategies introduced to modify teaching in the hope of
increasing student achievement
Metacognition - The action of thinking about how we learn and the monitoring and
regulation of our learning
National Assessment of Educational Progress {NAEP) - organization responsible for
ongoing monitoring of student achievement across time using regularly administered
assessments in a variety of subject areas to nationally representative samples of students
Performance-based standards - standards established whereby students are required to
perform a task using higher level thinking skills to demonstrate deeper understanding of
content
Standards-based test- A test that measures students' abilities to perform at or above a
level consistent with a pre-established educational standard
Standards-based movement - A national trend in educational testing that utilizes
standards-based tests to measure student progress
Washington Assessment of Student Learning (WASL) - a standards-based test used by
the state of Washington to monitor student progress and meet the federal requirements set
forth in NCLB.
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Assumptions
One assumption that this handbook makes is that most students will utilize these
strategies to the best of their abilities. It also assumes that with adequate training and
administrative support all teachers will be able to implement the methods of instruction
for the strategies provided.

Organization of the Project
The project is organized into five chapters. The first chapter contains a brief
introduction, purpose of the project, significance of the problem, limitations of the study,
definition of terms, and organization of the study. A review of literature is contained in
chapter two. Chapter three describes the procedures that were used in the project, while
the project itself is contained in chapter four. The summary, conclusions, and
recommendations are reported in chapter five.
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CHAPTER TWO
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
The Problem We Face - Standardized Tests and Beyond

With the demands of accountability and standards based assessment brought
about by Elementary and Secondary Education Act, or No Child Left Behind, comes an
increase of pressure on public high schools to raise standardized test scores and other
measures of student performance (Meltzer, 2001 ). This standards-based movement
expects all students to meet or exceed content area standards and requires educators to
provide quality educational experiences that will help students succeed (Meltzer, 2001).
The increased focus of meeting the demands of high-stakes standards-based testing has
educators searching for methods of instruction that will yield the highest increases in
student achievement. However, research shows that teachers "should not engage in
instruction that addresses only those portions of knowledge included on the test" (Gulek,
2003, p. 2). Gulek (2003) acknowledges that such instruction may indeed raise test
scores, but "it will not build students' knowledge and skill in the broader subject area"
(p.2). Additionally, our diverse society requires teaching strategies that are culturally
relevant, allowing "students to maintain some cultural integrity as well as academic
excellence" (Ladson-Billings, 1995, p.2).
More than ever, all students need to be able to think critically and metacognitively
to succeed in the future regardless of if they choose to pursue post-secondary education
opportunities or enter the workforce after graduation. Alfassi (2004) claims that if
students are expected to successfully enter present day society, they must know how to
learn from reading. If we expect students to become active participants in a democracy,
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then all students need literacy skills (Ladson-Billings, 1995). Sturtevant (2003), in her
report The Literacy Coach: A Key to Improving Teaching and Learning in Secondary

Schools states that far too many youth "are struggling to read at a level that will allow
them to excel in school and their future workplace" (p. 1).
If students are expected to achieve on high-stakes tests and succeed in the
workplace, more must be done to increase the literacy levels of all students. Alfassi
(2004) states, "mainstream high school students have serious deficits in those higher
order cognitive skills necessary for comprehension" (p. 3). Meltzer (2001) posits that
literacy skills at the secondary level must become increasingly sophisticated to meet the
higher academic expectations of the standards based movement.
Ascher (1988) points to the fact that employers of large numbers of entry-level
workers use written applications to screen applicants. "Employers evaluate such skills as
correctly following written directions, using correct spelling and grammar" (Ascher,
1988, p. 2). While employers of entry-level positions do not necessarily look for
advanced skills in reading and writing, they do require that employees are competent in
basic reading, writing, and thinking skills (Ascher, 1988; Cotton, 1988). The U.S.
Department of Education asserts that today's students must have both academic and
technical skills to fill the high-skills jobs that have become the norm (2005). Moore,
Bean, Birdyshaw, & Rycik (as cited in Grady, 2002) discuss the advanced skill levels
needed by today's students to perform their jobs and navigate the flood of information
that is present in everyday life.
Yet, the data reported in the 2002 National Assessment of Education Progress
shows that approximately one quarter of twelfth grade students are below the basic level
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in reading. Remember that basic level correlates with partial mastery in those
:fundamental skills deemed necessary to success at each grade (NAEP, 2002). In
Washington State, 22% of eighth grade students taking the NAEP reading test scored
below basic level. On the writing section of the test, 14% of students in the state failed to
meet the basic level. However, according to the Washington State Office of
Superintendent of Public Instruction, 29.9% of 10th grade students at Naches Valley High
failed to meet the reading standard on the Washington Assessment of Student Learning
(WASL) in the spring of 2005. The percentage failing to meet standard on the writing

section of the test was 31.3. Students testing with the WASL in the spring of2005 at
Naches Valley High School would have been eligible to take the NAEP tests in 2002.
Early scores from the 2006 WASL show increases in both reading and writing
percentages for sophomores at Naches Valley High School and in Washington State. Of
those sophomores taking the reading WASL in the spring of2006 at Naches Valley High
School, approximately 86% met standard. Writing scores rose with 89% of the students
tested meeting the standard (OSPI, 2006). These scores are relatively consistent with the
percentage of all students tested in Washington State meeting standard, 86% and 84%
respectively. However, math scores remain low with only 43% of the students tested at
Naches Valley High School meeting the standard, far below the 54% passing rate for all
Washington sophomores taking the test (OSPI, 2006). These scores are concerning
because starting with the graduating class of 2008, who just took the WASL in the spring
of 2006, students must pass the reading, writing, and mathematics sections to graduate
from high school. It is imperative to raise the level of reading, writing, and math
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competencies for students to succeed on not only this high-stakes test but also in an
increasingly demanding job market.
Greenleaf et al. (2002), in their review of the literature, support the alarm bells
that sound the dismal literacy conditions of American schools by stating that we have yet
to do a good job .of addressing the issue. Oftentimes, students arriving at high school
without the ability to successfully access content area texts are assumed to be the
products of early literacy teaching failures (Greenleaf et al., 2002). Yet, Sturtevant
(2003) points to the tradition of focusing on content area knowledge and the
memorization of facts at the secondary level as evidence that secondary schools and
teachers "do not implement curricula that adequately support adolescent students' literacy
development" (p.6). There is no denying that many middle school and high school
students are not receiving those instructions necessary to understand the advanced
materials present in the high school classroom that will enable them to reach our nation's
goals of high literacy (Slater & Horstman, 2002; Kami!, 2003).
One alarming trend, as discovered in a study of student perceptions regarding the
types of writing assigned in high school, points to part of the problem. Scherff and Piazza
(2005) report that much of the writing assigned to students in the state of Florida, which
has a thirty year history of high-stakes testing, simply asks students to answer questions
at the back of an assigned reading or fill out worksheets. Additionally, results of this
study demonstrate that students are not being given adequate opportunities to write, nor
are they receiving instruction based on the best practices advocated by pedagogic
literature (Scherff & Piazza, 2005). This trend is further documented in Alfassi's (2004)
research, "the implementation of instructional practices that enable the reader to be
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strategically engaged depends greatly on whether it is deemed viable by the teachers" (p.
3). Garcia (1999) points out that to be responsive to performance-based standards,
schools must "transform themselves into institutions that actively engage learners in a
diverse community" (p. 301). It is critical for teachers at Naches Valley High School and
Washington State to use the information from Scherff and Piazza's Florida study and
Sturtevant' s findings advantageously to improve instructional strategies rather than
relying on textbook questions and worksheets that do not require students to access
higher level thinking skills.

The challenge for teachers & need for professional development
Compounding the problem secondary schools face in making this transformation
is the attitude that the teaching of reading and writing belong in the English department's
domain (Greenleaf et al. 2001; Sturtevant, 2003; Kami!, 2003). Sorenson (1991) believes
that most teachers in a secondary setting feel uncomfortable as writers, let alone as
evaluators of writing. Research suggests that new teachers resist taking content area
reading courses because they cannot see the connection between reading and the teaching
of their discipline (Sturtevant, 2003). Sturtevant (2003) also finds that many practicing
teachers do not understand the role ofliteracy in their content areas. This resistance to
teaching literacy in content areas is not new. More than twenty years ago, Mayher,
Lester, & Pradl (1983) found, "content area teachers argue that they're responsible for
covering a certain amount of material and that adding writing to their curriculum will
make coverage even less" (p. 87). Further research shows the last decade has brought a
significant increase in the range and complexity of teaching (Campbell & Kmiecik,
2004).
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However, Campbell & Kmiecik (2004) posit that this resistance to teach literacy
in content areas stems from a lack of teacher preparation at the secondary level and the
limited courses on content area literacy required by teacher education programs.
Additionally, Kuhn & Dean (2004) assert that teachers do not have the time to search out
instructional methods based in empirical research, and that even if they did have the time,
research findings are not publicized in ways which are congruent with practitioners'
consumption of them. Added to the difficulty of accessing research findings is the
"attitude, conveyed from their preservice training onward, that research studies are not
going to be of any direct help" because they are too far removed from the realities of the
classroom (Kuhn & Dean, 2004, p. 2).
Further problems point to the lack of professional development that would
support teachers in implementing new strategies into the classroom. "Professional
development programs also need to provide continuing support for teachers at the school
site (Sturtevant, 2003, p. 10). Among Sturtevant's recommendations are that teachers in
all core content areas develop learning environments that expect students "to use reading,
writing, and discussion to solve problems, conduct research, experiment, and learn in the
content area" (Sturtevant, 2003, p.1). This type of instruction requires a significant
amount of interaction among teachers, learners, and content material as students must
engage in thoughtful discussion, reading, writing, and problem solving (Sturtevant, 2003,
p.5).
Furthermore, "the standards movement asserts that all students should understand
content at deeper, more complex levels than have been advocated previously for any but
the most advanced students" (Meltzer, 2001, p. 3). The National Reading Panel (2000),
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after reviewing the literature, supports the teaching of reading comprehension in the
context of specific content areas by using a variety of instructional techniques. Yet,
research shows that current reading instruction is not meeting the needs of all students.
This is especially true of those students struggling to meet basic standards.

In Washington State, those students who struggle the most to meeting the
standards on the WASL fall into a variety of minority ethnic categories. In 2005, the
most current year for which data is available, OSPI reports that 34.8% of all students
taking the writing section of the WASL did not meet standard. Black students taking the
writing test failed to meet standard at a rate of 52.1 %, American Indians drop to 55%,
Hispanics to 56.3%; and, for students with limited English, 80.3% failed to meet the
writing standard. However, of the white students tested 30.8% did not meet standard
(OSPI, 2006). Similar results occur in other testing areas. Math scores continue to be
problematic for all students with 52.5% of those tested failing to meet standard. As in
writing, those percentages rise for ethnic groups. 73.1 % of American Indians failed to
meet the standard in math, 76.1 % of Hispanics did not perform at standard, 79.6% of
Black students performed poorly on the test, and 88.1 % of students with limited English
could not reach the standard. For white students, 47.6% did not meet the standard in
math. Additionally, students falling into any of the above mentioned minority ethnic
groups were more likely to score well below standard than their white peers who were
more likely to score below standard, or closer to standard (OSPI, 2006). In reading,
where 27.1 % of all sophomore students tested failed to meet standard that number jumps
to 44.2% for American Indians, 46.3% for Blacks, 46.9% for Hispanics, and 71.3% for
students with limited English. Yet, for white students taking the test, 23% failed to meet
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the reading standard (OSPI, 2006). The disparities revealed in these results must be
addressed if Washington State teachers want to help all students be successful

In order to increase the reading level of struggling students, changes to current
practices must occur. While much emphasis has been placed on remedial programs and
back to the basics approaches, new research is showing promising results using strategies
that are aimed at demystifying reading. Greenleaf et al. (2001) argue that "for the
reading and reasoning processes of the academic disciplines to become part of the
repertoires of a broader population of students, teachers need to engage all students in
complex academic literacy tasks while at the same time providing the explicit teaching
and support necessary for students to perform these tasks successfully" (p. 6). Grady
(2002) states, ''the extent to which readers are able to construct meaning with texts is also
based on the personal, interpersonal, and institutional contexts in which reading events
occur" (p. 3).
This is especially true for students from cultures outside the dominant culture.
Kami! (2003) points to the unacceptable achievement gaps that continue to exist for
children in different demographic groups despite efforts to close them. "The emphasis on
uniformity creates serious disadvantages for students whose culture has taught them
behaviors and beliefs that are different from the norms of the majority culture most often
emphasized in the schools" (Guild, 1998, p. I 06). The Education Alliance at Brown
University states on its website that teachers need to not only interpret student behaviors
within the cultural context of the student but also develop learning tasks that are
meaningful to the student. Ladson-Billings (1995) states, "culturally relevant teachers
utilize student's culture as a vehicle for learning (p. 97). The North Central Regional
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Educational Laboratory, in the conclusion to their report Exemplary Reading Programs in

lllinois Public Schools, found that teachers at exemplary schools shared a common belief
that students have valuable background knowledge useful to building learning
connections, that students learn through collaboration, that strategy and skill instruction
needs to be explicitly taught, and finally, teachers respected their students' backgrounds,
languages, interests, and abilities.
Literacy is about meaning making. "For effective in-depth content and literacy
learning, students need time to read thoughtfully, write, participate in discussions, make
observations, and experiment (Sturtevant, 2003, p. 9). Yet, "little direct attention has been
devoted to helping teachers develop the skills they need to promote reading
comprehension, ensure content learning through reading, and deal with the differences in
comprehension skills that their students display" (Kami!, 2003, p. 3).

The reading-writing connection
Implications are that reading instruction must include explicit instruction in
strategies to make meaning of what is read while also offering constructs that allow for
social interactions. Sturtevant (2003) stresses that the purpose ofliteracy strategies is to
enable students to learn by allowing them to engage more fully with the content, make
connections with previously learned materials and experiences, and improve critical
thinking skills while increasing concept retention. McGregor & McGregor (2005) assert
that secondary teachers in all content areas, including agricultural science teachers, must
recognize reading and writing as methods oflearning that support their instructional
goals. This belief has long been a major tenet of writing-to-learn supporters. Fulwiler
(1987) states, "writing is basic to thinking about, and learning, knowledge in all fields"
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(p. I). When students write lab reports of their observations in science, or synthesize
materials from multiple texts to write a social studies paper, the process of writing
becomes integral to learning (Mayher et al, 1983). Garcia (1999) stresses that knowledge
must be constructed and advocates the use of interactive journals as one method for
helping students construct knowledge. Friedman (2000), a literacy coach for a secondary
school in the Boston area, states that working as a team to revise the way content area
teachers think about writing enabled students to communicate their understandings about
content more effectively. In addition, students were able to respond in greater detail and
more confidently to prompts requiring them to analyze, synthesize, and evaluate
(Friedman, 2000). These are the very types of higher level thinking skills needing to be
developed in students so they can meet our national and state standards and become
knowledgeable members of society. In their meta-cognitive review ofliterature, BangertDrowns et al. (2004) found that "75% of the outcomes favored writing to learn over
conventional instruction on the same content." However, the extent to which writing to
learn effects school achievement is small, advancing a typical student from the 501h
percentile to the 58th percentile in achievement performance (Bangert-Drowns et al.,
2004).
The North Central Regional Educational Laboratory (NCREL), in their study
Exemplary Reading Programs in lllinois Public Schools, concludes that reading and
writing should be integrated across the curriculum at all grade levels. "A 1987 study by
the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) directly links writing
effectiveness to development of skills in critical thinking" (Risinger, 1987, p. 1).
Bangert-Drowns et al., (2004) contend that in striking similarities between writing and
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learning, some educators believe that "to engage students in writing activities about
content is to engage students in learning that content" (p. 2). They also note that studies
by researchers such as Arthur Applebee have argued that merely writing more does not
increase learning unless the authenticity and interest to the writer are present (Bangert-

Drowns et al., 2004).
The need to teach writing skills beyond the test

In Washington State, students must be able to write at or above standard in two
modes, persuasive and expository, if they are to pass the high-stakes WASL test.
Additionally, students must be able to focus their thoughts about reading to write detailed
answers that demonstrate higher-level cognitive skills. Math questions on the WASL
require students to explain how they arrived at an answer. The science W ASL, which
will become necessary to pass with the graduating class of 2010, is also heavily laced
with writing. Students must plan and write an entire scientific experiment on this section
of the W ASL. More and more, the ability for students to write across the curriculum is
becoming mandatory to ensure future success on high-stakes tests and in the competitive
job market.

In a web-based research of 500 full-time, non-apprenticed job openings,
Thornburg (2002) found that 75% of the open jobs listed communication skills, the
ability to write and speak well, as a prerequisite. Yet, getting students to write effectively
remains a struggle at the secondary level. Risinger (1987) states that many of today's
secondary students cannot write well enough to ensure they have accomplished their
intended purpose and that they have difficulty organizing their thoughts coherently in
writing. Adding to the problem is that many secondary teachers feel forced into
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formulaic writing instruction either by their administration or through their own fears of
not meeting tough state and federal standards. Scherff & Piazza (2005) report, "in
today's political climate, we need to investigate, once again, if a process/product
pendulum swing has replaced balanced instruction" (p. 12). Limited time allotments to
teach writing as a process force teachers to make tough choices regarding the writing
curriculum, and many succumb to the pressure of teaching to the test (Scherff & Piazza
2005).
According to the National Writing Project (NWP), good writing instruction
includes: Ample opportunity for students to write on topics that are relevant to them;
encouragement to revise, edit, and improve writing; time for students to think about what
they want to write; knowledge of the purpose and audience; and, reflection on significant
growth or lack of it. This research is supported by Bangert-Drowns et al. (2004) when
they assert, "students are more effective learners when they possess a rich arsenal of
learning strategies, awareness of their learning strategies, knowledge of the contexts in
which the strategies will be effective, and a willingness to apply their strategies" (p. 3.)
With the increased attention to writing skills in the wake of educational reform, teachers
must prepare students to achieve on written assessments. Because writing has the ability
to focus students' learning on higher order thinking skills, attention must be dedicated to
promoting writing across the curriculum as a way for students to acquire new knowledge
and interact with their environment, especially thinking about thinking.
Increasing cognitive levels in high school students
Cognitive psychology suggests two premises underlying teaching and learning:
one is the idea that learners construct their own meaning; the other states learning and
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thinking are interactive systems (Marzano, 2000). Based on this theory, cognitive
thinking requires the retrieval of information and analysis of new information through
tasks such as inductive and deductive reasoning or comparison (Marzano, 2000). Yet, in
order for students to develop critical thinking skills that will help them succeed in the
classroom and the workforce, several elements of classroom and school wide climate and
practice need to be present including: High expectations for student achievement and
quality instruction, teachers assisting students in getting ready to learn, and the
continuing improvement of instructional effectiveness by teachers and administrators
(Cotton, 2001; Garcia, 1999). Miller & Calfee (2004) state, "It is possible to support
students in achieving high performance levels in both comprehension and composition
through integrated and scaffolded reading-writing instruction" (p.7). Furthermore,
students who write are actively constructing personal knowledge, strategic capabilities,
and product through the use of cognitive strategies (Bangert-Drowns et al., 2004).
However, simply exposing students to texts and writing tasks is not sufficient to improve
higher-level thinking skills unless it is supplemented with instruction on strategies
(Alfassi, 2004). Garcia (1999) affirms, "effective instructional strategies recognize that
learning is rooted in sharing expertise and experiences through multiple avenues of
communication" (p. 298). Similarly, Guild (1998), in An Educational Leader's Guide to

Culture and Learning Style posits that it is unrealistic to expect one strategy to work for
all students; rather, teachers should use the best of a variety of approaches that have been
carefully selected and adapted to benefit many learners. In research comparing typical
English programs with effective English programs that get outstanding results, Langer
(2000) found six features of instruction that make a difference in student performance.
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These instructional strategies included learning skills and knowledge in multiple lesson
types; integrating test preparation into instruction; teachers connect lessons across
instruction, curriculum, and life; teaching strategies or learning; fostering cognitive
collaboration; and, high expectations for students to be generative thinkers (Langer,
2000).
Norman & Hayden (2002) in their research study infusing the writing process into
hands-on science lessons found that "it is beneficial to integrate science teaching and
writing processes; the integration helps students in their understanding of science
concepts and in the writing skill development" (p. 6). Flores & Brittain (2003) suggest
that students enrolled in mathematics use writing to become active, engaged participants
in their own learning and to increase interaction with the content. Such engagement
allows the student to internalize new knowledge and articulate their learning, gain selfunderstanding and confidence, and permanently record thoughts (Flores & Brittain,
2003). In addition, "effective content-based vocabulary instruction, understanding of text
structures, and discourse analysis all play key roles in assisting students to maximize
content area reading, writing, and understanding" (Meltzer, 2001, p.7).

Using metacognitive strategies to improve students' academic retention
With the need to increase students' cognitive abilities, much focus has been given
to metacognitive skills. Metacognitive skills differ from cognitive skills in that the
objective ofmetacognition is to reflect on one's personal knowledge and thinking
(Rickey & Stacy, 2000). Metacognitive thinking about thinking strategies promote
students' ability to plan, monitor, evaluate, and adapt cognitive strategies during learning
(Bangert-Drowns et al., 2004). Rickey & Stacy (2000), while researching chemistry
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students' use of metacognitive strategies while learning, found that "students with high
levels of metacognitive activity" were better able to monitor their emerging
understanding of new concepts and were more apt to question nai've or contradictory
experiment results (p. 916). Nietfeld, Cao, & Osborne (2005) found a strong correlation

between high-achieving stl!dents and metacognitive monitoring performances.
Kuhn & Dean (2004) state, "one way of supporting megacognitive development is
to encourage students to reflect on and evaluate their activities" (p. 3). They further posit
that asking students questions such as "How do you know?" or "What makes you say
that?" leads students to ask themselves those same questions (p. 3). In addition,"writing
can be a tool of self-reflective monitoring of comprehension, thus creating opportunities
for students to evaluate their own understandings, confusions, and feelings about at topic"
(Bangert-Drowns et al., 2004). Students of mathematics successfully used
"metacognitive behaviors in the orientation, organization, execution, and verification
phases of problem solving" in research investigating students' writing about
mathematical problem solving (Pugalee, 2001, p. 8).
Miller & Calfee (2004) stress, "explicit instruction in reading and writing
strategies at the classroom level, i.e. prewriting and metacognitive strategies, as well as
classroom and small-group interactions that activate and expand background knowledge
and schema, provide students with the necessary cognitive scaffolds or schemata to fully
display their knowledge and ability in standardized assessments" (p. 4). This view is
supported in research by Nietfeld et al. (2005) finding that "increasing students'
metacognitive skills will require a more consistent, intensive, and explicit attempt that
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will require practice, feedback, and strategies on a distributed basis within a course
setting" (p. 10).
If today's students are to succeed in academia, the professional world, and as

citizens, they must develop basic inquiry strategies and critical thinking skills that will
assist them in "posing questions, making inferences and interpreting, establishing
working hypothesis and testing interpretations, and finally, imagining" (NWP & Nagin
(2003). To reach the high standards set forth in education reform, students need "help
acquiring and extending the complex comprehension processes that underlie skilled
reading in the subject areas" (Greenleaf et al., 2001, p. 5). Writing-to-learn strategies
have been proven to increase content area learning through increased cognitive and
metacognitive skills.
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CHAPTER THREE
DESIGN OF THE PROJECT

Rationale

In Washington State, students graduating in 200!1 must pa~s three sections of the
Washington Assessment of Student Learning to receive their diplomas. On the
mathematics and reading tests, students are required to write extended responses that
demonstrate their understanding of the material. The writing section of the test requires
students to demonstrate proficiency in two modes of writing: expository and persuasive.
As the requirements for high school graduation become more strenuous, students
continue to struggle with content area concepts. As stated in the Chapter 2 review of
literature, the use of writing-to-learn and content area writing strategies supports content
learning. When these strategies are incorporated into existing curricula, students'
understanding of concepts and material deepens. Literature also shows that writing helps
students become metacognitive, leading to more self-reliant learners. The strategies
provided within this project are designed for use by teachers in content area classrooms to
strengthen students' content area literacy and metacognitive thinking.
Project Development

The research in this project is synthesized from over fifty sources. Primary
location of these sources was the Central Washington University library system,
consisting of databases such as ERIC, Education Full Text, and Educational Journals
Proquest. Other sources include internet sites such as the Office of the Superintendent of
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Public Instruction, as well as various internet sites built for teachers, colleagues at Naches
Valley High School, and the author's personal teaching materials.
Project Implementation

Synthesis of the review of literature led to the design of a series of four
professional development sessions. Each session should last approximately forty-five
minutes and includes hands-on writing-to-learn strategies and content area writing
strategies. Participants will experience the writing activities to better demonstrate how to
use these strategies in their classrooms. It is recommended that each section of the
participant's handbook be given to participants immediately prior to each correlating
session. Presenters should take care to ensure that each session's necessary templates,
located in the appendix of the project, are included in each participant's packet prior to
implementation of the session. By the end of the four sessions, participants will have a
packet containing eight writing-to-learn strategies and more than four content area
writing strategies. Each writing strategy lists several possible uses, and it is suggested
that participants be allowed sufficient time to brainstorm possible uses in their own
classrooms as well as time to share ideas with colleagues.
Presenters will have the use of a PowerPoint presentation with notes to help guide
them through each session. It is recommended that presenters familiarize themselves
with both the PowerPoint and the participant's packet prior to leading the session.
PowerPoint slides can be moved or edited as needed prior to each session at the
discretion of the presenter. It may be beneficial to review the philosophies underlying
writing-to-learn and content area writing at the beginning of each session, especially if
significant time has lapsed between sessions or if new participants are present.
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Strategies included in this project were selected based upon the broad likelihood
of usefulness in a wide variety of content areas. Selected strategies should foster student
comprehension of concepts within content areas. It is hoped that secondary content area
teachers will utilize these strategies within their existing curricula to increase students'
understanding of concepts and facilitate metacognition.
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CHAPTER FOUR
THE PROJECT

Instructional Writing Strategies
for the Secondary Teacher:
A handbook to guide content area teachers
implementing writing into the curriculum
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Session One
O~ectives:
8

rarl:icipafe in two writing-to-learn activities .':JOU Can USe in .':JOUC

OWti C6tifefit

areas to increase student learning
•

Learn the diflerences between writing-to-learn and content area writing

Cl

Understand the basic tenets underl::Jing Writing in the Content Area

0

E.xplore a content area writing activit.'i that can promote higher levels of
thinking in ::JOUr classroom

0

Learn "handling the paper load" strategies

Writing Strategies practiced in this session:
e

E_ntrance/E_xit slips

•

Memos

Writing Strategies in duded in this packet but not practiced
•

Quickwrites

•

Content Area Autobiographies
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ln9uir9-based Writing
the underf3ingphilosoph3 ofwriting-to-learn

Wh9 is Questioning Important?
Our experiences in the classroom and in teacher education have taught us that among
the man.'i skills 1-e9uired for building and sustaining a communit::J of in9uir::J, those
associated with formulating, asking and responding to 'luestions have a special place.
Q;,estioning is a valuable part of the teaching-learning process because it enables
participants (teachers and students) to establish what is alread.'i known, to use and
extend this knowledge and then to develop new ideas. It also provides a structure to
examine ideas and information.
Questioning is integral to developing reflective and metacognitive thinking. It re'luires
students and teachers to reflect on their understandings and can lead to changes and
improvements in learning, thinking, and teaching.
The 'luestioning process is the cornerstone of in'luir:9. It helps to,
•

extend thinking skills

•

clarif::J understandings

•

gain feedback on teaching/learning

•

provide revision strategies

•

create links between ideas

•

enhance curiosit::J

•

provide challenges

Children learn best in a supportive classroom environment where their contributions
are valued. The kinds of 'luestions asked, the wa.'i the.'i are asked, and the responses
given afi=ect both the self-esteem of the student and their participation.
/'ainter,J (!5'5'6)
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E.xamples of lnquir9-based Writing Strategies
•

Collecting and evaluating evidence

•

Comparing and contrasting to inter similarities and differences

•

E.xplaining how evidence does or does not support a claim

•

Creating a h::Jpothetical example to darit::J an idea

•

Imagining a situation from a perspective other than one's own

•

E_xamining assumptions and prior knowledge

•

Making inferences and interpreting

•

E_stablishing a working h::Jpothesis and testing interpretations

•

Creating a character and improvising actions
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Content Area Writing Tenets

• Writing is an active process ofcreation, discove':f, reflection, and
reinforcement Writing in the content areas helps students to learn and
constroct knowledge and to ac'luire, 5..9nthesize, and anaf.!Jze
information as the.9 make sense ofke.9 ideas.
l.

E..ach discipline has its own conventions of language use and st.':Jle that must be
taught to students.

2. Writing tasks should be deepl.':J rooted in meaningful content.

7. Students should engage in the writing process.

+.

Students should write for authentic audiences and purposes, exercising some
choice over topic.

5- Students should be given opportunit.':J to collaborate with others, incorporate
feedback, and reflect upon their work.

6. Students should write fre9uentl.':J and regularl.':J.

J. Students should know in advance what assessment criteria will be used for
their writing.
Adapted from Literacg Matters
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from /ntegrating Wnting into Ang Course: Starting Joints

/3g Kate Kiefer
Colorado.State University

Please note: Content on this page was redacted due to copyright concerns.
It can be found here: https://web.archive.org/web/20221229173224/
https://wac.colostate.edu/repository/resources/teaching/guides/
integrating-writing/
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Please note: Content on this page was redacted due to copyright concerns.
It can be found here: https://web.archive.org/web/20221229173224/https://wac.colostate.edu/
repository/resources/teaching/guides/integrating-writing/
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WKITING-TO-LEAR.N 5TR.ATEGY
ME.MOS
A convt::n!ent wa3 to communicate important information in a shorti refative(t} informal manner

following a prescribed format.

Memos can be used for...
-

communication among members of a group during a project

-

darif_ying information in an article/text b_y asking questions

-

asking questions to an author about stor_y or plot

-

informing the teacher about the topic of an upcoming paper or
project

-

reporting project, lab, or paper progress to the teacher

Adapted from Colorado 5tatc Univcrsi'!J
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MEMO HEADING FOR.MAT

To,
From,

Date,

COMMON TYFES OF MEMOS
Directive - states a polic_iyprocedure .<:JOU want the reader to follow
R.esponse - provides the audience with desired information
R.eport - to report of procedures or progress

MESSAGE FOR.MAT

f urpose statement -

wh.':J are .<:JOU writing this memo

Summar.':! - of the problem/concept/article

**.':Jou ma.':J add, subtract, or substitute the following categories as needed tor .<:JOUr
intended purposes
**discussion
**action

**problem
**methods/procedures
**results
**conclusions
**recommendations

Adapted from Co/orado5tate l/niversi'!J
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CONTE.NT AKE.A WKITING STKATE..GY
CONTE.NT AUT0510GRAFHIE.S
Content Autobiographies can ...
-

get students to think about where the_y have been, where the3 are now1 and where
the_y are going in _your content area

-

allows students to reflect on learning and experiences that have shaped their

at.tit1Jde.s toward a su~cct or school in general
- help students establish learning goals for the class
-

allows teachers a glimpse into students' past experiences with the su~ect

Questions to ask.. ..
About students' past experiences
- What is the last (math, science, art,
-

FE., histor!Jl class 9ou took?

An option to the above is have students reflect back on ever_y _year of school
and find several memories about learning (content area) that are significant.

-

In general, how would 9ou describe 9our abilit9 in (content area)?

-

What were .Your previous (content area) grades like?

-

What factors contributed to _your success or lack of success In (content area)?

- Which (content area) courses did 9ou like or dislike and wh9?

About current standing
- Wh9 are 9ou taking this class?
- What level of (content area) do 9ou need to reach, what level do 9ou desire?
-

How do 9ou think 9ou will do in this class?

-

List and describe an_y anxieties _you have about this class.

About the future
- What do want to do when 9ou graduate?
-

How can this class help 9ou achieve 9our goals in college/life?

-

Ust at least;, goals 9ou would like to reach in this course.

-

for each ofthese goals, write ;, things 9ou think 9ou will need to
do to insure 9our success in achieving the goal.

•• You should keep students' {content area) autobiographies in a folder until
the end ofthe term. You mag want to have students' reviewgoals
intermittentfg during the course to refocus.
••/t mag be helpful to give students course oljectives prior to having them set
goals iftheg don't know what concepts willbe taught.
Adaptcdfrom/?cfsch, C {2000}
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WKITING-TO-LE.AKN STKATE.GIE.S
Low stakes wn'tfng tasks that don't drown the teacher in paper

QUICK WR.ITE.S

{5-8 Minutes)
E:,efore lecture/activit.9 Quick Writes can be used to ...
prepare students for the next lecture/activit_iydiscussion
connect what was last discussed/explored with what is forthcomin£
bring to mind their homework from the previous evening
Mid-Lecture Qµick Writes and end of class E.nd Writes can be used to ...
summarize the lecture/discussion's major points
encourage students to fonn condusionsi mak.e predictions or connections

jumpstart mid-class dead time 69 thinking about an important question that has
ansen

discover what confuses them
prepare them for the next lecture/dass/ceading
respond to a question posed before lecture/instruction
..these can be co/fcctcd + responded to (then or later) or not at al/
Elbow, F {t pp+}; f<.cffc!f, 5; 5tcphens, E. & f5rown,J {2000}

E.NTR.ANCE.SLIFS/E..XIT SLIFS
( I -2 sentences or 9uestions)

Entrance Slips can be used to ...
-

discover areas of confusion from previous night's homework
focus attention on dail.9 lesson/concept
find out what students alread.9 know about a topic

- jumpstart small group discussion
..these can be collected (/eafthrough them to see patterns}, responded to (ora/(i} or written,
now or later}, or simp/.g usedas discussion generators.

E_xit Slips can be used to ...
summarize the main idea of the lesson or lecture
discover areas of confusion that remain after the lesson or lecture

tell what was learned (this ma.9 or ma.9 not be the main idea)
reflect on learning strategies
•• Exit slips should be collected at the end ofclass and are an excellent too/
to assess tcachii1g/fesson effectiveness

..Consider collecting aff fow stakes writing tasks earig, graduaf(i} decrease as students begin to
sec the value ofsuch tasks

Adapted from f<.c//c!f, 5
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MANAGING THE. FAFE.R. LOAD
•

Resist the urge to correct eve~ error in grammar, usage, and spelling. Jnstcad, focus
on one or two that are prevalent throughout the writing.

•

Write 9uestions or responses in the margins to help direct students and develop
criticaf thinking skiiis.

•

Consider using fewer grading categories (E.xamples are f' ass/Fail, +/-,
ck/strong/weak).

•

Have peers grade tor certain objectives/criteria.

•

Use a checklist and/or rubric.

•

There is no law that sa9s 9ou must read ever9thing a student writes .

..you might also want to consider collaborative writing assignments
**finall9, b9 using the writing process the 9ualit9 ot papers 9ou receive should be higher,
which makes them easier to grade.

Elbow, r. (t J1J1+J
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Session Two
Objectives:
0

f artidpate in two writing-to-learn activities _iJOU can use in _iJOUr own content
areas to increase student learning

0

Review the dilterences between writing-to-learn and content area writing

9

Review the basic tenets underl_iJing Writing in the Content Area

e E..xplore a content area writing activit_iJ that can promote higher levels ot
thinking in _iJOUr classroom
GD

Learn "handling the paper load" strategies

Writing Strategies practiced in this session:
GI

Journal Writing

Cl

Compare/Contrast E__ssa_iJs

•

Reflection E__ssa_iJs

The Writing F rocess
•

Frewrlte

•

Draft

e

Revise

•

E__dit

Cl

f'ublish
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WKITING-TO-LEAKN STKATE.GY
Journal Writing- Ongoing, low-stakes writing-to-learn pr<jects
ACADE.MICJOUKNAL WRITING, OK LE.ARNING LOGS
(Used to assess lea ming)
Academicjournals or learning logs can be used to ...
-

explain the process used to solve a problem
explain a concept
compare/ contrast concepts (9uadrilaterals)
make predictions
make connections between lesson/ concept and own experiences
make connections between lesson/ concept and prior lessons
appl.':f lesson/ concept to real lite situations
reflect on learning strategies (how learned as well as what learned)

-

write observations or conclusions

-

summarize assigned reading

-

s.':lnthesize information from multiple sources

-

respond to specific concepts/ ideas in an article, essa.':f, 9uote, stor.':l

••Acadcmicjoumafs orfcaming fogs arc more directly related to content andarc often written
responses to specific problems or teacher-generated 9ucstions
*',L\cadcmic Joumafs arc an cxccffcnt wag to establish an open dialog with students bg writing
comments and 9ucstions in the ma,gins. Consider having students respond to gour comments
or 9ucstfons as an cxtcnsi'on to learning.

Adapted from Kelley, 5
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WR.ITING-TO-LE.AR.N 5TRATE..GY
EXFKE.SSIVE.JOUKNALS
(Express thoughts, feelings, frustrations)

Expressivejournals can be used to ...
- give personal reaction to reading
- think through a process
- explore a concept (what does freedom mean to me?)
-

respond to other students' 9uestions

-

respond to an article, essa.'j, 9uote, stor.'j

- generate writing topics
-

help students develop writing tluenc.'j

- allow tor private writing (not seen b.'j teacher)
-

express frustrations in learning

-

draw or sketch

-

provide interactive writing opportunities among students (think chatroom)
about a specific topic
Fufw;/er, T (! f'f'f'); Stephens. E,, g. /5rown.,J (2000)
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Responding to Student Journals
DE.GKE.E.S OF KE.5FON5E.
No response
-

private writing onl_y (_you can have students mark a piece as private)

r eer Sharing- with or without feedback
- allow students to exchange journals and read or respond to what others'
have written
l""eacherresponses
-

no comments - just check to see it was done (count number of entries)

- written feedback- comments and 9uestions written in the margins to
limited number of entries (per student or per class)
-

proto-commenting- straight lines underneath strong passages, wav_y
lines underneath 9uestionable passages, X next to things that are wrong

-

s_ymbols - use+/.!/ - , with or without an assigned point value tor each

** .8ecausejoumafs are a

/ow-stakes writing tasks, students should not be graded on grammar, usage, spelling, or

punctuation. Focus should

onb be on ideas and ft~aming.
Adapted from Elbow, f'. (! JJJJ+J.

Helpful hints
I.

R.e9uire a small loose leaf notebook or spiral notebook

2. Suggest divisions - Academic/expressive it using both t_ypes ofjournaling

:, . Date each entr_y & give each a title
+. Write more than a tew sentences

5. Write regularl_y (:,-+times a week)
6. Write at different times - evening homework, in-class, earl_y morning before
school
7. Keep _your own journal
8.

Consider storingjournals in classroom when not assigned as homework
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CONTE.NT AKE.A WKITING 5TKATE.GY
COMFARE/CONTRASTESSAY

Compare and Contrast Essa3s are formal, academic writing assignments that
re9uire students to observe similarities and differences between two suljects.
Students should follow the rules oflanguage use and s9le in accordance with
the content area for which the3 are writing.
Compare/ Contrast essa9s can ...
-

help students see issues from different perspectives
allow students to delve more deepl9 into a topic or concept and make
connections that might not otherwise be seen

-

improve organization 69 following a structured format

- give students real lite practice in the skills needed to decide how to
choose one product over another (think bu9ing9ourtirst car)

Organizational F orrnats
- !:>lock format - discusses one subject in the tirst paragraph(s) and the
other in the next paragraph(s).
- Separating Similarities and Differences - discusses onl9 the similarities in
the first paragraph(s), then follows with the differences the next
paragraph(s).
AdaptedfromNel/en, T (200;5).
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WKITING-TO-LE.AKN STKATE.GY
R.E.FLE.CTION ESSAY
E.nd of Unit or Course

R.d1ection E.ssa.!Js ...

- allow students to reflect on learning and growth over time
-

use content vocabular.!J to demonstrate learning

-

assist students in overcoming anxieties

-

allow students to articulate likes and dislikes about the course in
general

-

assist students in seeing behaviors and strategies that benefit their
learning and those that impede it

-

refocus students on what is needed next tor continued success

-

allow the teacher to receive teed back, both positive and negative
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THE. WKITING FKOCE.SS
"Most research toda3 supports the view that writing is recursive, that it docs not proceed
/incar/g but insteadc3cles though subprocesses" that include planning, drafting, evaluating,
and revising {NWF & Nagin, 200}).

FR.E.WR.JTE..- Any brainstorming activity that generates ideas tor writing.

E_xamples are

treewrite, webs or clusters, lists, journaling, etc.

DR.AFf - Selecting information from the prewrite and omitting other ideas, narrowing the
focus of the paper. Developing selected ideas into full sentences and paragraphs. Through
the process of dratting, more ideas may develop.

R.E..VISE.. -

A recursive process where a writer adds or subtracts information to develop

meaning, improve clarity and add voice in a piece of writing. Sentence structure may become
more or less complex. A paper may weave in and out of dratting and revising several times
before reaching the point of meaning, clarity, and voice where the author is happy with the
results .

..•/t is important that students rca:ivc feedback during the drafting and revising proa:ss.
This can be accomplished through peer writinggroups, pairs, b3 parents, or teacher. /tis not
nccessa':I to grade papers in this phase, but comments arc vitalfg important.

E..DIT -

The final polish on a piece double-checking to make sure all the criteria of the

assignment are met. Spelling, grammar, usage, and punctuation errors should become
nonexistent in this process. Think nShow & Shine!" Some editing occurs naturall_y as writers

draft. Suggest students have someone they trust to be good at spelling and grammar check
theirtinal draft priorto handing it in tor grading. Another option is to use peer writing groups
or pairs. You may want to include a criteria checklist.

FU5LISH - Fresenting the paper to an audience.

Jt is important that students know who

their audience is prior to writing. Writing tor a teacher is different than writing to be published
in a magazine, newspaper, website, orto member ofthe professional community.
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Session Three
Objectives:

• Farticipate in two writing-to-learn activities .<:JOU can use ,n .<:JOUr own content
areas to increase student learning
•

R.eview the differences between writing-to-learn and content area writing

•

R.eview the basic tenets underl.'iing Writing in the Content Area

0

Explore a content area writing activit.'i that can promote higher levels of
thinking in .'iour classroom

Writing Strategies practiced in this session:

• f r':iect Notebooks
•

Cubing

Writing Strategies included in this packet but not practiced
•

Faster Sessions

•

F rocess Logs
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WR.ITING-TO-LEAR.N STR.ATE.GY
f'KOJE.CT NOTE.500KS
f'rtjcxt notebooks are a documentation ofa prtject's process.

f' roject notebooks can ...
include sketches and justifications
present the results of anal9sis of steps taken in a pr~ect
document the evalutian af a- pr<ject
record frustrations, successes, problem solving
helps students think as professionals in the field
reinforce learning that ma9 seem abstract in a course but becomes
concrete in a project
provide evidence of work spent on project
Ideas tor f' r~ect Notebook Topic E_ntries
R.eviews of literature,joumal articles
meeting notes, plans for gathering data, materials
experiments (including detailed methods & measurements)
progress reports, 9uestions for teacher
problems occurring, dead ends, possible solutions, & detailed successful solutions
e9ulpment and material re9uirements

interesting 9uotations (include source)

inspirations for, or during, project
relationships to other projects or problems
comments and criticisms from peers or teacher

process anal9sis, drafts of text used on project
9uestions for discussion
sketches, charts, formulas, statistics, functions
legal or ethical issues, flaws in project design
lists of variables, testing procedures

••/3ecause prcject notebooks are documentation ofwork in progress, grading should focus
on content and ideas rather than grammar, spelling, usage, and mechanics. /f3ou want to
grade these areas, 3ou ma3 want to consider having students peer-edit andrevise sections of
the notebook.
Adapted from Colorado State ljn;versH3
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CONTENT AKEA WKITING STKATEGY
FOSTE.K SE.SSIONS
foster sessions are a well-organized, visual/.5;-pleasing advertisement of3our
research that combines text and graphics and allows viewers to stud3 and restud3
.!four information and discuss it with,11ou one-on-one.

f" aster Sessions can ...
be presented to a variet9 of audiences from professional to peer
re9uire students to s9nthesize and condense information from
multiple sources (:,-+ pages maximum before formatting for poster)
include background information about a topic as well as in-depth
explanations of concepts and themes
include a statement of the problem
demonstrate methods for collecting information
show results of experiments, surve9s, learning
inform or persuade
include short l 0-1 5 minute presentations
Adapted from Colorado ,5tate Universit.!J
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WRITING-TO-LE.ARN STRATE.GY
CU51NG
Cubing can ...
allow students to construct meaning about a specific topic from six
different perspectives
assist students in using a variet.':l ot thinking processes
•

Description 0/1/hat is it like?)

•

Comparison (What is it similar to or different from?)

•

Association (What does it make !:JOU think of?)

•

Anal.':lsis (How is it made or what is it composed ot?)

•

Application (What can !:JOU do with it? How is it used?)

•

Argumentation (Take a stand, arguing tor or against it.)

f rocedures ...
teacher models cubing with the class
students select a topic for writing
students write for three to five minutes on each of the six sides of the
cube

•

describe it

•

compare it

•
•
•

associate it

•

argue tor or against it

anal.':lze it
appl.':l it

students use their completed cubes as the springboard for longer
writing assignments or for class discussion
Adapted from Stephens. E., & {5rown.,J (2000)
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WR.ITING-TO-LE.AR.N STRATE.GY
FR.OCESS LOG

f rocess logs can...
Allow students to think about how the.':J learn
Help students reflect on prompts about the course content

f rocedures:
The teacher models how to respond to process prompts.
The students practice responding to sample prompts.
The teacher (or student) prepares a prompt tor students.
Students respond to the prompt.

Examples:
Content-based prompts
E.xplain the new intormation (ideas, concepts) in 3our own words.
E.xplain how the new information tits in with something3ou alread3 know.
How does the new intormation cause 3ou to change 3our mind about
something 3ou thought 3ou knew?
E.xplain the new concept to a triend, a 3ounger student, or a relative.
Describe how 3ou can use what 3ou've learned.
E.xplain what it was important to learn this intormation.

Metacognitive-based prompts
Describe 3ourselt as a (content area) student.
Describe what 3ou do when 3ou read something that is dilticult.
E.xplain how 3ou did this assignment.
E.xplain how 3ou tigured out the answer to this problem/9ucstion.
Describe what didn't make sense to 3ou in this assignment/problem.
E.xplain what 3ou do when 3ou're having trouble with an assignment.
Describe what 3ou've accomplished during this class period.
Describe how 3ou prepare tor a test.
E.xplain wh3 3our work wasn't done on time.
Write about one problem in last night's assignment that was hard tor 3ou.
Adapted from 5fophens. E-, ,!!, f5rown.,J (2000)
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Session four
01:jectives:
e F art,dpate ,n three wnt,ng-to-leam activities .'JOU can use in .':tour own content
areas to increase student learning
ID

Review the differences between writing-to-learn and content area writing

ID

Review the basic tenets underl.':ting Writing in the Content Area

ID

E.xplore a content area writing activit.':t that can promote higher levels of
thinking in .':tour classroom

Writing Strategies practiced in this session:
ID

Word otthe Week with Vocabular.':t Concept Map

•

Word Chains

•

l::>rainwriting

Writing Strategies included in this packet but not practiced
•

Options tor Vocabular.':t Concept Maps

CII

Ask the E.xpert
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WR.ITING-TO-LEAR.N STR.ATE..GY
WOKD OFTHE. WE.EK
Word of the week can ...
encourage students to develop their vocabulary
emphasize content area vocabulary
allow students to practice using new words repetitively

Frocedures:
Students identify a new word that they are interested in adding to their
vocabularies (teachers can have a list of content vocabulary for
students to choose from).
They list the word, the part of speech, the definitions, and a sentence
that provides a context that makes the meaning dear.
Students use "their word" in all written work for the class during that
week.
Students, in turn, have the opportunity to have their word be the class
word of the week.
When students are responsible for the word of the week, they present
the word on Monday by pronouncing it for the class, spelling it, telling
the part of speech, giving definition, and then presenting a sentence
that provides a context that makes the meaning dear.
Variations:

Teachers may find and present their own word of the week to the class

Fresent words without the definitions and have students predict the
words meaning based on word roots, suffixes, and prefixes, then
students can look up the correct definition or student/teacher can
provide.
AdaptedfromArcher,A. {2005}; Stephens. E.,
& f3rown.,J {2000)
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WR.ITING-TO-LE.AR.N STR.ATE..GY
VOCMULAR.Y CONCE.FT MAFS
Vocabular_y Concept Maps can ...
assist students in developing a deeper understanding of new words
provide opportunities to use new vocabular_y in meaningful wa.'Js
provide examples and non-examples
increase students' vocabularies and knowledge of word parts
increase students' use of s.'Jnon_yms
be used with word of the week vocabular.'J or week/unit vocabular.'J

Frocedure:

Teacher models use of selected vocabular.'J concept map
Students use a thesaurus to find S.'Jnon_yms/examples
Students use a dictionar.'J to find part of speech and definition
Students use the vocabular.'J in a sentence to show the_y understand
the context of the word
Students can work in pairs or alone

Variations:
Teachers ma.'J provide definitions and have students transfer them to
the concept map.
Students ma_y draw pictures of examples and non-examples
Students ma_y categorize vocabular.'J words
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WKITING-TO-LEAKN STKATE.GY
WOKDCHAINS

Vocabular.9 Word Chains can ...
assist students in making associations among vocabular.'1 words
provide students with a structure to explore relationships among
vocabular.9 words
assist students in organizing classifications/categories

Frocedures:
The teacher selects 5-7 new vocabular.9 words that are related to the
same concept and models how to develop a word chain based on their
relationships and connections. Frequentl.':J, words can be associated to
each other in several wa.':Js; therefore, more than one word chain is
possible.
The students, in pairs, are given a group of words. The.':J explore how
the words are related or connected to each other. Then the.':J develop a
word chain that demonstrates this relationship.
Jn pairs, students share their word chains with the rest of the class,
explaining the connections
Finall.9, each student writes a short paragraph using the new words in a
wa.9 that demonstrates their connection.

Variations:

Frovide students with a longer list of words and let them select a limited
number of words to demonstrate their relationship.
Use as an informal assessment tool to see if students are going be.':Jond
literal thinking and developing a deeper conceptual understanding of
the content.
Adapted from Stephens. E., g, /3rown.,J (2000)
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from "You as Teachers Are Saving the Wort'd

11

J3e /roud of Who You Are and What You Do address delivered to n.!'w teachers at
Massachusetts teachers Association Conference

W,-fl!amstown, Massachusetts, August7, 200_7 /3g Canncn Man'ano, Ed DiAss,'.stant
Superintendent ofSchools and /crsonnc£ Quine!} /ub/ic Schools

Please note: Content on this page was redacted due to copyright concerns.
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Please note: Content on this page was redacted due to copyright concerns.
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Please note: Content on this page was redacted due to copyright concerns.
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WR.ITING-TO-LEAR.N STR.ATEGY
5KAINWRITING

t)rainwriting can ...

help students interact with content material
allow students to generate ideas about content
assist students in clarif.':Jing and developing meaning
foster metacognition as students check and verif.':J information

f rocedures:
The teacher identifies a topic for student writing.
The class is divided into small groups of 7-5 students.
Individual!.':), each student writes several ideas that the.':) remember from
their reading on the topic.
After approximate!.':) 5 minutes of writing, student put their papers into
the middle of the group.
E_ach group member takes another paper, reads what was written, and
adds to it.
The.':) repeat the process until the.':) have read and added to all of the
papers.
During this process, students ma.':J ciuestion each other about what the.':)
wrote, the.':) ma.':J also need to return to the original text to check or
clarif.':J information.
E_ach group develops a master list to share with the class.
The master list can be modified as the class & teacher determine
appropriate.
Variations:
can be performed with a learning partner rather than a group
can be extended into a writing assignment using one or more of the
ideas.
Adapted from Stephens. E., & /3rown., J (2000)
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CONTE.NT AR.EA WR.ITING STRATE.GY
ASK THE. E.XFE.R.T
Ask the E.xpert can ...
provide students with opportunities to be independent learners

encn11rng,, :;b,ctent:; tn hecnme the dass expert on a topic, concept, or
problem
assist students in S.:Jnthesizing information tram multiple sources

Frocedures:
Teacher models researching specific topics tor in-depth information
using a wide range ot topics.
Class members brainstorm a list ot topics related to a particular theme
or area currentl.':J being studied.
E_ach student selects a topic or otters an alternative topic to research
in order to become the expert.
The teacher helps direct the research b.':J providing materials
The students research the topics and prepare to share findings with
the class.
In the classroom, the teacher has a displa.':J, entitled Ask the E.xpert,
where the students are recognized along with the topic the.':J have
explored.
Variations:
Teachers rna.':J have tiles ot the reports in loose leaf notebooks in the
classroom as a resource tor other students.
Spread the topics over the course of the quarter/semester so that a
couple ot students are experts each week.
E_xarnples:
author studies/profiles
comparisons ot major stock market declines
content area statistics and tacts (numbers ot immigrants corning into the

U.5. during various historical eras, t.':Jpes ot diseases, mathematical
concepts)
Adapted from Stephens. E., §. [5rown.,J (2000)
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HELFFUL WE5SITES
httpv'/writing.colostate.edu

Frovides links to a variet9 ot academic writing assignments. Man9 are at the
college level, but can be adapted to secondar9 education.

www.nwrel.org;'requesV2001-dec/prindples.hLml
lntormation on teaching writing at the middle and high school levels

www.nwrel.org/requesV20otdec;/classroom.html
More intormation and ideas on writing lessons using Writing-to-Learn and
Content Area Writing5trategies

www.literac9matters.org/content/readandwrite/writing.htm
lntonmation about content area writing and several links to other websites,
· including sites that have content specific writing lesson plans

www.mala.bc.ca/www/wac;/pr~.htm
Much ot this intormation is about their college Writing Across the Curriculum
pr~ect, but there are some content area specitic writing ideas near the back that
could be adapted tor secondar9 use.

www.mcps.k I 2.md.us
Montgomer9 Count9, Mar9land,

Fublic School website with several content

area writing assignments under the curriculum link.

www.tnellen.com/c9rereng/nu bric/c&c.htm
A step-b9-step guide to teaching a compare & contrast essa9 with links to
charts & more.

www.engl.niu.edu
Lots ot intormation on journaling under Writing Across the Curriculum
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(·
Jn.strnc.ftbnlll "1'rtttni
Str11.tefe.s fbr t4e S u b.nA.11.ry
-Cutc.4tr:
A handbook to guide content a rea
t eache rs in1ple n1enting writing into the
curnculun1.
Cath_ij Thompson

• Discussions with o ther teachers

• WASL
Writing Committee
R.eview of literature and current
best practices

Naches Valle9 School District

F articipate in writing-to-learn activities 9ou
can use in ~our own content areas to increase

C

student learning
Understand the basic tenets underl_ijing
Writing in the Content Area
Receive several writing activities that can
promote higher levels of thinking in 9our
classroom

Writing can develop higher-order
thinking skills: anal_yzing, s_ynthesizing,
evaluating, and interpreting thereb_y
helping students learn better (NWF &
Nagin; Misulis).
Jn9uir_y-driven writing curriculums have
the most powerful impact on student
performance.

Learn •handling the paper load• strategies

'5e,S,Stbn. bn.e:

Students need writing practice and instruction in a

great variet9 of academic settings for the skill to
become d'.tective

\.11'rit, .. :1-t1-fotr>< il><i

e, ..tmt A rM

\.11'riti><:f '5trAtt:fits

Write for different audiencc.5/readers in man~
contexts

Man9 of the problems with students' writing stems
from not having enough awareness of different
contexts or not h.1ving enough practice (Zemelman

IS-Daniels)
'E:>etter writers tend to be better readers 6, read more

than poor readers (NWF IS, Nagin)

/nstrvcthna/ Writing 5trategies for the
5econda':J Teacher, a handbook tosuide
seconda':J teacher$ implementing writing into
curnCufvm
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(
£ntr,tn~~ ~!J;t.;:
,t h)rJtiHff-lJ?-/e,trH .;/r,tf,et{J'

Uses more informal forms of writing
f'lease use the index card to write an answer to
the following 9uestion,

What do 3ou know about Cont<:!nt Ar<:!a
Wncing.7

Helps students discover new knowledge
in a safe environment b9 emphasizing
what is said rather than how it is said
Assists students in connecting their lives
to content or concepts
E_ncourages reflection of learning
strategies that students find helpful

Students should write for authentic audiences and
purposes, exercising 50me choic e over topic

C

Lach discipline has its own conventions of

language use and st9le that must be taught to
students
Writing task.. should be deepl.':/ rooted in

Students should be given opportuni~ to
collaborate with others, incorporate feedback, and
reAect upon their work
Students should write fre9uently and regularl9
Students should know in advance what assessment
criteria will be used for their writing

meaningful content

Students should engage in the writing process

Uses more forma l forms

R.ead Integrating Writing into An3 Course:
Starting /'oints b.':J Kate Kiefer

Otten uses forms that are used in the
professional world.

Write a memo to Ms. Kiefer that addresses
the following,

E_xamples include business letters, lab
or technical reports, poster sessions,
and formal essa9s

a response to the piece
a brief summar.':J of the information
a short discussion of the issues or problems
a short statement of action !:JOU intend to
take, it an.':J

(_
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(
£Jlit
It

11111.nA'3iwg tl,,e

S CtpJ:

:P11.per j_,~11.A

Writi»:f-tD-(t,trn strlttt:fy

Re~15t the: urge to correct ever~ en-or in g.1mm;11·, os.15c, ~
--.nd
.spell1n,~ IMte.1d, focu5 on one or two tha t .-v e rrev.'lknt

Ask an_y 9uestions _you still have about Writing in the
Content Areas.

Tell how ~ou cnvL,ion u:,ing the: otcatcgi~., modeled
toda_y in 9our content area classroom

Write about professional development needs or
support that would help _you implement writing in _your
classroom.

throushou t the wn t-ins

Y.,'nt c 9ue,hon, or re.,ron"iC' .. ,n the m.1r~n, to hclr d ,re.:t-

.sh,dcnts and de,elor cntic.1! thinl mg .,L:.JI,
.. C e"Mde" ~..5 ht-,,.~ , ..5 e""Mlg.,rtM tE.Hlt"'r~• al"e

r••v'f,,,I, •/-. ok,/,tro,,_s/wcal)

Have peer-. .5rade forc.crt_,_11n obJechve,y'cn br:na

U ..-ad,cckl»t
Tl,crc •~ no law tha t ~.....~.f~ ~ou mu~t re4'd cvcr!Jth in.5.1 student
wntc s

,,'

£Jltensi~n

'

"'

:I,

Tell how .':JOU envision using the strategics
modeled toda.':l in .':lour content area classroom
Share _your ideas within _your small
g roup.

C

Share one or two ideas from _your group
with ever_yone.

JtnA

eD»tmt A rt,t

tn,riti»:f ,S,tr1ttt:fits
/nstrvctional Wnt1n5 Strategic,., for the
5econda':I Teacher: a handbook to guide
.seconda':I teachers implementing writing into
curnCufum

I

I

Frcknted b11 Cnlh'J Tho,,1p~n

N,d,., V,lk~ rl,5hSchool

o~urn11.t vi'ritin~r:
A

Writini-tD-(t,trn str,it,iy

Let's write! ©
"Writing is eas_y. All _you do is stare at a
blank sheet of paper until drops of
blood form on _your forehead."
- Gene fowler
Anal_yze the above 9uote and make
inferences about its meaning.

(_

tn,ritini-tD-fotrH

o~urn11.t vi'ritin:1:
,i tn,riti ..i-tD-{t,trn str,itti~
Academic Journals - explain a process
or concept, write observations or
conclusions, compare/contrast
c.onc.epts, appl_y lesson/concept to real
life, s_ynthesize information from multiple
sources
E_xpressive Journals - personal
reactions and frustrations, responses,
thinking though a process, exploration
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C
ect.

ec11tt.p1t.rt/ecntr1t.st £ss1t.r:
,i

eDntort A TUI Writin:J Strlltt:fy

Using a pre-writing strategi; of _your
choice (web, list, graphic organizer,
stream of conscious), compare and
contrast the two uses ofjournals.
Include .;xampfes of how _you coufd use
each in _your curriculum.
Share _your ideas!
Write a first draft.

H ow did !:JOUr use of a pre-writing stratcw
assist !:JOU in the development of ideas?
What impact did the sharing of !:JOUr ideas with
others have on the development of ideas?
How did !:JOU decide on an organizational
stratcw for !:JOUr dratt and wh!:J did !:JOU
ehoo.,., ~hi~ ,ri,l'MC~?
Which of the above stcP.s (pre-write, sharing
ideas, dratting) did !:JOU find most useful?
E..xplain.
If !:JOU were to write a second draft of this
paper, how might it change and wh!:J?

R,ef(edtPn £sSlf.'!,S:
it Writi>t:f-tD-ltitrn .5,tr,it,:fy

C

Sessicn tltra:

Students can reflect on lcaming._growth,
overcoming anxieties and likes & dislikes about
the course in general
Assists students in seeing behaviors and
strategics that benefit learning and identit!:J
behaviors that arc inhibitive

Writini -tD-ltM>t Ifni eDntort A rtll

Writini .5,tr,rt,iie.s
/n.,tructiona/ Writing 5trategic.s for the
Secondary Te11eher, a handbook to guide
seconda':I teachers implementing wn"ting into

l\ctocuscs students on what is needed next
tor continued -success
Allows the teacher to receive positive and
negative feedback

Uses more informal torms of writing
Helps students discover new knowledge
in a safe environment b_y emphasizing
what is said rather than how it is said
Assists students in connecting their lives
to content or concepts
E_ncourages reflection of learning
strategies that students find helpful

curn"culum
rresented b_,. C.i.th!f Tho.npM>n

N,d,., v,n.~ Hsh5,hooi

•
E.ach discipline has its own conventions of
language use and st_yle that must be taught to
students
Writing tasks should be dcepl_y rooted in
meaningful content
Students should engage in the writing process
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(

Students should write for authentic audience5 and
purposes, exercising some choice over topic
Students 5hould be given opportunit9 to
collaborate with other5, incorporate feedback, and
reAect upon their work
Students 5hould write fre9uentl9 and regularl9
Students 5hould know in advance what a55e5sment
criteria will be used for their writing

Uses more formal forms
Otten uses forms that are used in the
pruf~ssimml world.
E_xamples include business letters, lab
or technical reports, poster sessions,
and formal essa_ys

:Prbjed 11,bte~bbKJ:
,r \t1'ritin:1-t1-t,,rrn str,rt,:fy

C

Write about frustrations _you have
experienced in _your classroom when
students write.
£)rainstorm some possible solutions write them down
Develop 9uestions _you would like to ask
_your colleagues, an expert in the field, or
a curriculum specialist/consultant

"

:PbJter SeJJtbnJ:
e#ntmt A r,,r Wrtt,11:1 ._5tr"t':fY

A well-organized, visuall_y pleasing
advertisement of student research that
combines text and graphics
R.equires students to s_ynthesize and
condense information from multiple sources
Can include a statement of the problem
Includes background information about a topic
as well as methodolog_y and explanations of
concepts and themes

eu~ini
,r \t1'riti11:1-t1-tt1trn str,rt,:fy

Describe the Writing-to-leam concept
Compare it to something _you know
What does it make _you think of?

SesJibn fbu.r:
\t1'ritin:r-t1-tt1trn ,tn,! e,ntmt A rM
\t1'ritin:f ._5trlltt:fits

What is it composed of?
How is it used?
Argue for or against it

(

/nstrvctiona/ Writing Strategies for the

5econda,y Teacher, a handbook to guide
second.,'!! teacher:.s implementing wnling into
curriculum
r fUCr\lcd b~ c.,thy Tlwmf:k.>tl
N=k• V,H,~ Hsh Schaul
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(
:F,rAint,vritiwg :

VDcA~u(Ar y,:
ll

'7:ltru 1/)Jritini-tp-foirn strilttft .!.

Word of the Week
- choose a word from _your content
area that is important for students
to know
Vocabular_y Concept maps
- fill out the concept map provided
Word Chains

A ~k

:F,rAint,vritiwg:
ll

1/)Jritini-tp-(,,rrn J.trlltti't

Helps students interact with
material the_y are reading b_y
generating ideas based on it.
Students can darif_!J and develop
meaning
Festers metacognition

1/)Jritini-tP-ttllrn J.trlltti't

R.ead the article on pages, 1-:), in _your
packet.
Without rereading the article, write a response
that includes several ideas that _you remember
from the topic
In sroups of }--1-1 exchange E'apers1 read what
was written, and add to it asking 9uestions of
each other & responding to what is written
_you ma_y refer back to the article during this
process to check or clarif_y issues and should
include references to the text.

ll

(3pnto ,t

tl,,e £3lpert

A rtll 1/)Jritini

,.5tr,itti't

f rovides opportunit_y for
independent learning
E_ncourages students to become
class expert on a topic, concept, or
problem
Assists students in s_ynthesizing
information from multiple sources
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CHAPTER FIVE
SUMMARY, CONCLUSION, & RECOMMENDATIONS
Summary

This project was completed for the purpose of providing secondary content area
teachers with a variety of writing strategies to supplement content area curriculum.
Research shows that the application of meaningful writing activities connected to content
assist not only students' acquisition of content but also develop metacognition. The use of
writing strategies in content area teaching assists students in internalizing difficult
concepts and materials. In addition, because writing is a recursive and reflective process,
students are more likely to develop the thinking skills necessary to be successful beyond
high school and to perform well on the high-stakes tests required to graduate. In today's
world of ever-increasing standards, students must be prepared to think critically and
monitor their own learning. It is imperative that teachers prepare students to be selfmonitored thinkers and learners.
Conclusions

As evidenced in the review ofliterature, today's students face increasing demands
in the forms of high-stakes standards based tests and a competitive global economy.
Employers expect students to be able to think critically and solve problems, both of
which are higher order thinking processes. Preparing secondary students to meet these
challenges is imperative. Research suggests that writing strategies are excellent tools to
help students develop proficiency with difficult higher-order concepts taught in the
secondary level content areas. Additionally, writing assists the development of
metacognition, which can help students become lifelong learners.
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Writing-to-learn strategies help students think through frustrations with content
material, explore difficult concepts more thoroughly, and reflect on what they have
learned. Because writing-to-learn strategies are low stakes activities, students of diverse
backgrounds and educational levels are more likely to participate. Furthermore, by
providing students with time to write and reflect teachers increase the amount of contact
time students have with the content being taught. Content area writing activities are
designed to help students develop an awareness of the modes, purposes, and audiences of
writing within the various disciplines. These formal types of writing help students
develop professionalism in a final product. Both writing-to-learn and content area
writing are student-centered methods that are constructivist in theory.
This project is designed to be part of a professional development series that brings
writing into content area classrooms. There are four sessions, each with two writing-tolearn strategies and one or more content area strategies. Participants in each session will
write as students in an effort to increase their understanding of how to implement the
activities in their own classrooms. By the end of four sessions, participants will have a
handbook of various writing strategies they can irnbed into their curriculum and
templates are provided. As part of this project, a PowerPoint is provided to assist the
presenter in the delivery of each session.

Recommendations
It is recommended that teachers become aware of the various applications of
writing in the content fields. It is highly recommended that teachers become familiar
with cultural learning differences within their districts and employ instructional strategies
that are best pedagogical practices. If students are to meet the challenges before them,
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educators must go beyond the textbook and give them opportunities for interaction with
content area concepts. It is also suggested that teachers stay current with best practices in
content area learning, and writing-to-learn and content area writing are considered best
practices. Furthermore, to prepare students to think critically and become self-monitored
learners, teachers must employ metacognitive strategies that assist students in developing
these higher order thinking skills. There is ample research available in the areas of
metacognition and writing-to-learn or content area writing that is easily accessible via the
internet. In addition, many school districts are sharing useful strategies and information
on their websites.
It is anticipated that activities within this project will assist secondary teachers to
prepare students for success both in the classroom and beyond, contributing positively to
student learning in content area classrooms and metacognitive thinking skills.
Further studies are needed to determine the relationships among recent positive
WASL results and factors such as student motivation and changes in instructional
practices. Other research must be undertaken that explores causes of the continued
achievement gap that negatively impacts students from cultures outside the dominant
culture.
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